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Deep Learning
No formal definition.

Models contain several features may be the deep learning model:

■ contains a collection of statistical machine learning techniques

■ used to learn feature hierarchies

■ often based on artificial neural networks

Generally, when the model more than 5 layers that is Deep learning model. There are 
many deep learning models .

e.g.

Multi Layers Perception, Convolutional Neural Network, Residual Network, 

Deep Belief Network, Recursive Neural Network and etc.

CNN is one of famous deep learning model.



MLP

CNN

Differences:
1 datasets

2 features extracting

3 parameters-sharing

4 sparsity of connections





Filters

Input

CNN update the Filter weight so that 

it can extract features correctly, but it share the

weight in extracting the same kind of features.

Features map

Features map



Application Area



1.Deep Belief Network

2.Recursive Neural Network 

Is a Generative model,

consist of several Restricted Boltzmann Machines.

Unsupervised learning, pre-learning, fine-tune to 

train models.

Using in language modeling , 

generating text, Machine Translation.

Make use of sequential information

and dividing into a tree

Deep Learning Model



Revolution of Depth

3.Residual Neural Networks 



What is the advantages of deep model with more layers?

■ The “level” of feathers will enrich, when the depth of neural network increase.

■ With more deeper layers, the network has more powerful representational ability.

Driven by the significance of depth, a question arises :

• The problem of vanishing/exploding gradients.

• Degradation problem.
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Vanishing/exploding gradients
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If the value of weights are very small, the gradients will vanish. If the value is greater than 1,the 

gradients will be very large.



Degradation problem

But the result is …

• A solution by construction:

• original layers : copied from a learned shallower model

• Extra layers :learn to set as identity

• At  least the same training error

• Richer solution space

• A deeper model should not have higher training error



Degradation problem

• “overly deep” plain nets have higher training error

• A general phenomenon, observed in many datasets

Optimization difficulties : solvers cannot find the solution when going 

deeper --- the solvers might have difficulties in approximating identity 

mappings by multiple nonlinear layers.

But the problem doesn’t cause by overfitting.



weight layer

weight layer

relu

𝑥

relu
𝐻(𝑥)

any two
stacked layers

A building block

weight layer

weight layer

relu

𝑥

relu
𝐻 𝑥 = 𝐹 𝑥 + 𝑥

F(𝑥)

• Plaint net

• Residual net

𝐻(𝑥) is  any desired mapping,

hope the 2 weight layers fit 𝐻(𝑥)

𝐻(𝑥) is  any desired mapping,

hope the 2 weight layers fit 𝐻 𝑥

hope the 2 weight layers fit F(x) 

Let H(x)=F(x)+x
+

identity
𝑥



What the residual network looks like



Why can the residual block learn identity mapping easier?

weight layer

weight layer

relu

𝑥

𝐻 𝑥 = 𝐹 𝑥 + 𝑥

F(𝑥)

+

identity
𝑥

• It is more easier for the weights of two stacked layers to fit 
to zero metric than identity matrix.

• The initialization of weights.

𝑥 ⋯𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑢(< 𝑥,𝑊1 >) 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑢(< 𝑥,𝑊2 >) 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑢(< 𝑥,𝑊𝑚 >) 𝑢

𝑥 ⋯𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑢(< 𝑥,𝑊1 >) 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑢(< 𝑥,𝑊2 >) 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑢(< 𝑥,𝑊𝑚 >) 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑢(< 𝑥, 𝐼 >) 𝑢

𝑥 ⋯𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑢(< 𝑥,𝑊1 >) 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑢(< 𝑥,𝑊2 >) 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑢(< 𝑥,𝑊𝑚 >) 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑢(< 𝑥, 0 >) 𝑢



Whether have we addressed the two problems？

• The problem of vanishing/exploding gradients.

• Degradation problem.



Solve the problem of vanishing/exploding gradients.

weight layer

weight layer

relu

𝑥

relu
𝐻 𝑥 = 𝐹 𝑥 + 𝑥

F(𝑥)

• Residual net

+

identity
𝑥

• If identity were optimal , easy to set weights as 0.

• If optimal mapping is closer to identity, 

easier to find small fluctuations

weight layer

weight layer

relu

𝑥

relu
𝐻 𝑥 = 𝐹 𝑥 + 𝑥

F(𝑥)

+

identity
𝑥

𝑦𝑙 = ℎ 𝑥𝑙 + 𝐹(𝑥𝑙 ,𝑊𝑙)

𝑥𝑙+1 = 𝑓(𝑦𝑙)



Solve the problem of degradation to some extent.



The intuition of Residual network.

Residual networks can be viewed as a collection of many paths(it behaves

like Ensembles of Relatively Shallow Networks).It consists of most

moderate networks and a small portion of shallow and deep networks.



The intuition of Residual network.

From the result of experiment :

The Residual Network looks seemingly very deep , but the network that actually works is not so deep.

It provides a way of thinking about model compression.
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Thanks for your attention.


